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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 

At present, an experiment is being prepared by the DISTO (Dubna - Indiana -
Saclay - TOrino) [1] collaboration for studying spin effects in the reaction 

T PP — • pA'+K 

with the polarized proton beam of Saturne (Saclay, France). The aim is to carry cut a 
detailed study of the reactions pp — • J J A ' + A ° , pp — • pA'+E° and pp —> ррф°-

The layout of the DISTO experiment is presented in Figure 1. The DISTO spec
trometer has a cylindrical geometry and consists of two arms "situated symmetrically 
about the beam direction. In each arm there are 5 detectors: 2 scintillation fibre cham
bers, 2 multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC) and an outer detector, which consists 
of 2 planes, vertical and horizontal, of scintillation hodoscopc counters. At present, 
t he possibility of placing Cherenkov counters behind the scintillation hodoscope is in
vestigated. The detectors cover a scattering angle of 45° in the horizontal plane and 
a dip angle of ±20°. The detectors and the liquid-hydrogen target are situated in the 
magnetic field, which is perpendicular to the incident beam. 

A two-level trigger [2] is to be applied for suppression of the background and for 
effective selection of useful events in the presence of a dominant background, mainly 
due to pp —> ррт+7г~" events. The first-level trigger is intended for selection of events 
by their multiplicity: only four-prong events are selected. Events accepted by the 
first-level trigger are then 'examined with the help of the second-level trigger. 

In this paper a possible second-level trigger, to be realized on the basis of four 
RISC-processors and consequently applied for track recognition, in searching for a 
secondary, vertex, and for identifying the detected particles, is presented. 
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2. T r a c k recogn i t ion w i t h t h e he lp of a ce l lu la r a u t o m a t o n 

For track recognition the coordinate information arriving from the scintillation 
fibre chambers and from the multiwire proportional chambers1 is taken into account. 
Only coordinates corresponding to the vertical plane are used. This is due to the 
influence of t h e magnetic field on the charged particle trajectories in this projection 
being negligible and to the possibility of approximating tracks by straight lines and 
thus speeding up their reconstruction. The actual track recognition is done applying 
the cellular automaton [3]. • 

Schematically, a cellular automaton may be visualized as a regular spatial net, 
each cell of which is capable of assuming л. number of discrete stales. Time is varied in 
discrete steps, and evolution of the system obeys certain a priori fixed rules determining 
the new state of each individual cell at each successive step in accordance with the states 
of I ts nearest neighbours [4, 5]. 

A typical cellular automaton is constructed in accordance with the following 
algorithm: 

1. cells and their possible discrete states arc defined; usually, each cell may assume 
one of two states, 0 o r 1; however, there may be cellular automata with more 
states; 

2 . interconnections between cells are defined; usually, each cell can only communi
cate with neighbour cells; 

3 . rules determining evolution of the cellular automaton are fixed; they depend on 
the actual problem considered and usually have a simple functional form; 

4 . t h e cellular automaton is a timed system, in which all cells change'states simul
taneously. 

In our case, a cell is identified with the straight-line segment connecting two 
hits in neighbouring detectors. To take into account the inefficiency of the coordinate 
chambers one must consider, also, the segments connecting hits skipping one chamber. 
A!, each step a cell can assume one of two possible slates: 1, if the segment can be 
considered a part of the track, and 0 otherwise. Clearly, only such segments can be 
considered neighbours, which have a common point serving as the end of one segment 
and the beginning'of the second. 

Taking into account the geometry of the spectrometer D1STO, it is convenient to 
utilize a cylindrical coordinate system and to conduct track recognition in the vertical 
ROZ plane, where charged particle trajectories can be approximated by straight lines. 
Here, t h e OR axis coincides with the radius and the OZ axis is perpendicular to the 
beam. 

In establishing the criterion for assigning segments to a track it is convenient to 
use the angle ip between.two adjacent segments. Owing to the coordinate detectors 

lThe coordinate detectors are located at 20cm, 40cm, 90cm ami V20 cm from the center of the 
target, respectively. 
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having a discrete structure and to multiple scattering in the material of the experimen
tal apparatus, the angles between track segments in the real experiment are not zero, 
but a n upper limit can be imposed. 

In Figure '2 the distribution of the angles r- for tracks simulated with the aid of 
the LACYL cede1 is presented. From the Figure it follows that for most of the tracks 
the angles \p satisfy the inequality |^ | < 2.0°: this value can be'nsed as a criterion 
for t h e selection of useful segments. It must be noted, here, that a notable part of 
particles are scattered in the coordinate chambers through large angles, which hinders 
their recognition. Figure 3 shows the distribution of tracks over the maximum angle *p 
for each individual track. 

Upon completion of the work of the cellular automaton additional testing of the 
quality of reconstructed tracks (for instance, for the presence of at least two hits be
longing only to each individual track) is carried out. This permits rejecting "phantom" 
tracks, which were accidentally constructed from hits belonging to diiferent tracks. 

Figures •! and 5 present the respective initial and resultant configurations of the 
cellular automaton for a typical simulated event. One can note the absence of hits in 
the first chamber and the presence of one noise hit in the third chamber. 

In Table 1 the total numbers оГgenerated and reconstructed events are presented 
versus the number of tracks in the individual events. In all. 11)00 events have been 
simulated. Л simple comparison of the figures reveals the high efficiency of the cellular 
automaton. The difference between the numbers is due lo the large-angle scattering 
of secondary particles that occurs in the coordinate chambers and which may result in 
the multiplicity of a reconstructed event being wrong. 

Л detailed analysis of the cellular automaton functioning and examination of the 
generated events, making'use of graphical computer images of the. events, has shown 
that tracks containing large scattering angles 9 are lost. Some of such tracks can still 
be reconstructed, if break happens in the first three chambers and the track has hits 
in all the chambers. In this case the track is reconstructed using the information from 
the three chambers. An event containing a track that cannot be fully reconstructed is 
usually assigned fictitious tracks and may be lost. 

An analysis of these situations is presented in the Figure (i. where the upper curve 
shows the fraction (in %) of lost tracks versus the upper limit chosen for the angle, 
¥Wr- Comparison of this Figure with Figure 3 reveals that a certain fraction of tracks 
with large breaks can actually be recognized. The lower curve shows the contribution 
(in %) of added, "phantom" tracks. Such trarks are mostly contructed from points 
belonging to lost tracks. 

Figure 7 shows the efficiency of event reconstruction versus the upper limit for the 
angle i/)mM. The maximum efficiency of event, reconstruct ion is achieved at I'fmarl = 
2.5°. It equals 79 % and represents the limit value, determined by the fraction of tracks 
with large Leaks: approximately IS % of the events contain such broken tracks, given 
this boundary angle. 

3 . Identifying the secondary ver tex 

The production.kinematics of an unstable'particle gives rise to a certain pecu-

JFor simulating the physical processes and operation of the experimental apparatus a computer 
program termed LACYL based on the OEANT package [Gj has been developed. 
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liarity in the event geometry. It consists in the momenta of the unstable particle decay 
products being mainly not directed along the primary beam. This results in the mo
menta of the secondary particles produced in the decay of the unstable particle having 
directions differing essentially from those of t he particles emit t ed from t he primary ver
tex. Thus, the idea arose to utilize the coordinate of the intersection point of a .straight 
line (coinciding with the particle track) with the direction of the primary beam as a 
parameter permitting revelation of the existence of a secondary vertex in the event be
ing considered [7]. To a certain extent this quantity is similar to the impact parameter 
D, but here, unlike ref. [S], the dispersion of the track about the YOZ-p\eiuc (or the 
XOZ-pldTip) is to be usr-d as the measure. 

T2ie distributions of the ^-coordinates, of intersection points of particle trajec
tories in the 1'O.Z-planc3 are presented in Figure 8a fur tracks corresponding to the 
proton Pi and the A'+ (background events), while the respective distributions for pro
ton рг and t h e JT— from the Л0 decay (signal events) are presented in Figure Sb. They 
are seen to differ significantly. 

By analogy with ref. [S] we shall now pass to the moment variables 

6 » = TffliD: - D*)2 and 6 . = - ^ E ( < I ' - Ф)(Я- - />.-), 

where Dz and Ф are the mean values of D: and Ф (set equal to zero), and N is the 
number of tracks of the sort considered. As the variable D. we took the distance 
from the intersection point of the track with the axis of the beam to the origin of 
the coordinate system. In Figures 9 a and 9b the joint distributions of the random 
variables £02 and £ u are presented for practically all the background events and for 
those signal events (shaded in the Figures) that happened to be in the same region as 
the background events. 

For the chosen critical value of £02 = 0.5 the number of background events inter
preted a s signal events (error of the second kind) amounted to 37. while the amount 
of signal events tha t happened to be among the background events (error of the first 
kind) equaled 57. The corresponding quantities for. the variable-£n in the range of 
k i l l S 0-1 were 5 and 126. Now, if a neural network is utilized for classification of 
events in the space of the variables £02 and £ц, then the identification of signal and 
background events will practically be totally unambiguous. 

4. Ident i fy ing s e c o n d a r y pa r t i c l e s 

In all the processes of interest there will be charged /v'-iuesons detected in the 
final state. Therefore, when the selection of events by multiplicities is completed (at 
the stage of the I-level trigger) and the technique of cellular automata is applied for 
revealing the curved tracks in the horizontal plane, it will be necessary to identify the 
detected particles [9]. 

To this end we shall first try to reconstruct the momentum of a charged particle by 
the angle of i ts deviation in the inhomogeneous magnetic field. The drawing presented 
in Figure 10 illustrates how the tangent of the deviation angle <̂> of a charged particle 

3The influence of the magnetic field on a charged particle is very small in the VOZ-planc, so the 
trajectories of particles in this projection arc almost linear; this makes it more simple to search for 
thern and to determine parameters in the real-time of the experiment.. 
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in the magnetic field is determined from the coordinates of "hits" in the fibre chambers 
(chambers 1 and 2) and in the MWPC chambers (chambers 3 and 4): 

k2 — hi x2 — xj xA - x3 
tan w = , ki = ; fc, = . 

l + fci*2 =г — si - 4 - = з 
The distribution of random values 

Cm = tan <? x P, 

where P is the momentum of the particle being considered, is presented in.Figure 11. 
From this picture the conclusion can be made that for reconstruction of a great majority 
of the detected particles (p, Я'± and ir* ) one can actually consider the field to be 
homogeneous, i.e. the particle momenta may be determined from the following relation: 

Pc 
tan ip 

where Cm is the most probable value of variable Cm- The distributipn of random values 
ДР = P — Pc characterizing the reconstruction accuracy of momenta for secondary 
particles with momenta between 0 and 3 GeV/c is given in Figure 12; the distribution 
of random values ^r exhibits a spread amounting to и 5%. 

Taking advantage of the signal heights from the Cherenkov counter and of the 
reconstructed momenta of the secondary particles, one can select the events of interest 
by the presence of A,±-mesons among the secondaries. 

In Figure 13 a two-dimensional distribution of the variables " P vs /?" is repre
sented. In the example we use the quantity 0 = P/E, where E is the particle energy. 
The value of /?, obtained from the expression presented above is supplemented with an 
error equal to Д/?, generated in accordance with the Gaussian distribution N(0,0.03), 
which corresponds to an « 5% error4 for the whole range of /? values. From the Figure 
it can be seen that the secondary p, n+ and A'+ are quite well separated. 

As a non-linear classifier permitting identification of the particle under consider
ation in the space of the indicated random variables one can utilize a multi-layer neural 
network of the feedforward type from the JETNET 2.0 package [10]. In Figure 14 the 
distribution is presented of the output signals from a neural network trained, also, for 
identification of kaons: 

• the empty histogram corresponds to tracks of p and IT; 

• . the dark histogram corresponds to tracks of K+. 

The probability of identifying kaons amounted to S9%. The efficiency of kaon Iden
tification may be increased approximately to the level of 95 - 97%, if the particle 
examined is first tested as a proton and then, alternatively, as a pion or a kaon (the 
order is irrelevant). 

5. Conclusion 

A model of a second-level trigger for the spectrometer DISTO has been developed, 
which is based 

4Estimation reveals that the experimental error should not exceed this value. 
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Figure 1: The layout of the DISTO experiment 
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Figure 2: Distribution of angles уг 
for simulated tracks 

Figure 3: Distribution of tracks over 
tin* maximum angle у? in the track 
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Figure 4: Initial configuration of 
the cellular automaton for a typical 
Monte-Carlo event in the spectrom
eter DISTO 

Figure 5: Resultant configuration of 
the- cellular automaton for the event 
presented in Figure -I 
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Number of tracks 
in event 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Number of generated 
events 

1 
48 
447 

2 

Number of reconstructed 
i vents 

0 
57 
478 
•№ 
2 

Table 1: Distribution of the number of simulated and reconstructed events depending 
on the number of tracks in the e%'ent (the total number of generated events was equal 
to 1000) 

0 0 I 0 2.0 3 0 

Figure 6: Fraction (in %) of lost (up
per curve) and "phantom" (bottom 
curve) tracks versus boundary* angle 

Figure 7: Efficiency of event re
construction versus boundary angle 
^pmax 
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Figure 8: Distributions of the Z-coordinates of intersection points of particle trajecto
ries with the direction of the primary beam in the KOZ-plane for background (a) and 
signal (b) events 



Figure 9: Distributions of the random variables £02 (a) and £n (b) for background 
events and for those signal events (shaded in the Figures) thai, happened to be in the 
same region as the background events 

Figure 10: Deviation angle <p of a 
charged particle in magnetic field 
determined by the coordinates of 
"hits" in the fibre and MWPC cham
bers 
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• on a novel approach for recognition of straight tracks applying the cellular au
tomaton, 

• on the new variables permitting effective selection of events containing a sec
ondary vertex, 

• and on the identification of the secondary charged particles applying a neural 
network. 

The considered model has shown high cflicieiicy and speed (for simulated events) 
in recognition of trajectories of detected particles. :?: their itlcntilicatiou and in selection 
of events containing a secondary vertex. At present this model is being realized on 
the basis of 4-RISC processors, which are used in the spectrometer D1ST0 for data 
acquisition and on-line analysis. 
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множественности. Триггер второго уровня будет служить для распознавания 
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